THE STORY BEHIND THE BOOK

This Could Hurt
A Novel
by Jillian Medoff

A powerful, funny, illuminating novel from acclaimed author Jillian Medoff, about the
pivotal role work plays in our lives, as shown through five members of a Human Resources
department at a company undergoing major changes

Rosa Guerrero, Chief of Human Resources at the Ellery Consumer Research Group, is an
attractive executive in her sixties and a
formidable presence, even if her most
vital days are behind her. Rosa, who
beat the odds to rise to lofty heights in
the corporate world, wields power
Although the genesis of
with grace and discretion, and her
This Could Hurt was the
staff is incredibly devoted to her,
mostly imagined story of one
especially Leo Smalls, a doting benefits
woman’s on-the-job stroke, it’s
VP whose whole world is Ellery.
Meanwhile, Associate director Rob
Hirsch, a middle-aged and happily
married father of two, finds himself
closely drawn to his “work wife” Lucy
Bender, an ambitious single woman
angling for something-a romance, a
promotion-to fill the vacuum in her
personal life. And Kenny Verville, a
senior manager with an MBA, is going
places far beyond Ellery, especially if
his high-powered wife has any say in
the matter.

evolved into a panoramic
examination of five HR colleagues
grappling with personal and
professional challenges in the
aftermath of the 2008 financial
collapse. By exploring the ethical
issues I struggle with in my own
life . . . This Could Hurt illustrates
how a working life defines and
sustains us—how work has
defined and sustained me for
thirty years.

As these five unforgettable characters scheme, fall in and out of love, and dream big and
small, Rosa remains the sun around whom the others circle. When her world begins to
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crumble, the implications for everyone are profound, and the characters find themselves
changed in ways beyond their reckoning.
Jillian Medoff explores the inner workings of an American company in all its brilliant, insane
glory. Authentic, razor-sharp, and painfully funny, This Could Hurt is a novel about work,
loneliness, love and loyalty; about sudden reversals and unexpected windfalls—a novel,
basically, about life.
How has your background shaped your writing?
Many people believe that art comes from chaos, but for me, it’s the opposite. In fact, having
steady, stable employment is what affords me the freedom to write novels. When I was a
kid, my family struggled financially, so even then, I understood that the way I earned money
had to be separate from my writing life; a corporate job not only offered financial security,
it also ensured that I’d never be forced to write solely as a means to pay rent. As a
result, I’ve spent the past few decades pursuing two distinct, unrelated careers, becoming a
solid corporate citizen during the day while earning an MFA and publishing three novels in
the shadows.
What influences inspired and informed This Could Hurt?
My weekday career is in management consulting. I advise senior leaders and HR executives
on how to communicate effectively with employees, business managers and shareholders
during periods of change (i.e., mergers, acquisitions, reorganizations, etc.). Over the
years, I’ve worked for Deloitte, Aon, Marsh & McLennan, and other Fortune 500 companies,
mostly as a client-facing consultant. However, there was a brief period between Deloitte
and Aon when I went in-house and spent a year as the Communications Manager in the
HR department of a small research company. My boss, a woman in her early sixties, was
a manipulative, tyrannical bully who lied, yelled, and tormented her staff. In a rare selfdisclosure, she admitted that she’d had a stroke a few years before, and it occurred to me
that this might account for her erratic, impulsive behavior as well as what appeared to
be signs of a mental decline. Or was I imagining the decline? I couldn’t be sure, so I never
stopped scrutinizing her, searching for evidence. In the morning, she was alert and
energetic, but by mid-afternoon, her thinking grew muddy. Along with forgetting names
and dates, she drifted off during meetings and became easily confused. I never did learn the
real story—a few months later, I found another job—although in the end it didn’t matter. I
couldn’t shake the idea: an HR Chief, the person who holds a company’s secrets, suffers a
stroke. What happens next?
By that point, I’d published three family novels, but was eager to tackle a more ambitious
project. Although the genesis of This Could Hurt was the mostly imagined story of one
woman’s on-the-job stroke, it’s evolved into a panoramic examination of five HR colleagues
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grappling with personal and professional challenges in the aftermath of the 2008 financial
collapse. By exploring many of the ethical issues I struggle with in my own life as an
employee, a boss, and a woman in a male-dominated industry, as well as the perils of aging
in a corporate culture, This Could Hurt illustrates how a working life defines and sustains
us—how work has defined and sustained me for the past thirty years.
In all honesty, I couldn’t have written This Could Hurt until I’d come of age as a professional;
I first had to truly understand business before I could successfully mine it for artistic
purposes.
What insights does This Could Hurt convey?
While This Could Hurt is my fourth novel, it’s the first time my working life and writing life
have converged on the page; in this way, I believe it reveals that the mass of men do not, in
fact, lead lives of quiet desperation. On the contrary, at every dead-end job, inside all those
windowless cubicles, look closely enough, and you’ll find lots of people like me, working
stiffs who harbor grand hopes, wild dreams, and the unrelenting need to create art.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jillian Medoff is the acclaimed author of the national bestseller I Couldn’t Love You More, as
well as the novels Hunger Point and Good Girls Gone Bad. Her first novel, Hunger Point, was
adapted into an original Lifetime movie. She has an MFA from New York University and has
studied with writers including Mona Simpson, Jonathan Dee, and Alice Walker, and taken
master classes with Toni Morrison, Joyce Carol Oates, and Grace Paley. She lives in
Montclair, New Jersey.
EARLY PRAISE FOR THIS COULD HURT:
“Jillian Medoff is one of those talented writers who make other less talented writers
(myself) want to write flattering blurbs. Funny, painful, and ultimately redemptive, This
Could Hurt is a beautifully drawn canvas of corporate America in all its lunacy. This Could
Hurt won’t. Hurt, I mean. See? I told you I wasn’t a good writer.”
—John Kenney, Thurber Prize-winning author of Truth In Advertising
“You wouldn’t expect a corporate HR department to house a thrill-ride of a novel, but Jillian
Medoff pulls off the impossible here. Funny, searing and wholly original, This Could Hurt
illuminates an ordinary American workplace and the characters who animate it. With a
sharp eye for the absurdities of modern office life, and even deeper compassion for her
characters, Medoff knocks this one out of the park.”
—Darin Strauss, author of More Than It Hurts You and Half a Life
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“Tender and compelling, Jillian Medoff’s This Could Hurt reveals what happens when the
ties that bind us start to fray and we are called upon to care for each other. That these
relationships are among coworkers in an HR department makes them as unpredictable as
they are hilarious but always real and always entertaining.”
—George Hodgman, author of Bettyville
“Searing, sexy and surprisingly funny, Jillian Medoff’s This Could Hurt burns through the
through the pages. No one is safe in this cruel but compassionate take on corporate
America. I loved it.”
—Marcy Dermansky, author of The Red Car
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